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noun the improvement or amendment of what is wrong corrupt unsatisfactory etc social reform
spelling reform synonyms amelioration betterment reformation correction antonyms deterioration an
instance of this the amendment of conduct belief etc verb used with object the meaning of reform
is to put or change into an improved form or condition how to use reform in a sentence synonym
discussion of reform noun c or u us rɪˈfɔːrm uk rɪˈfɔːm c2 an improvement especially in a person
s behavior or in the structure of something some reforms of to the system will be necessary the
education system was crying out for reform more examples smart vocabulary related words and
phrases the six government reforms we need in 2021 brookings paul c light nonresident senior
fellow governance studies october 14 2020 8 min read editor s note this post is part of a series
on verb uk rɪˈfɔːm us reform verb improve to change a system organization or law in order to
improve it efforts to reform the education system reform verb behaviour to change your behaviour
and stop doing bad things or to make someone else do this a programme to reform criminals a
reformed drug addict noun a campaign aimed to correct abuses or malpractices the reforms he
proposed were too radical for the politicians see more verb bring lead or force to abandon a
wrong or evil course of life conduct and adopt a right one the church reformed me reform your
conduct synonyms reclaim rectify regenerate add to word list an improvement or set of
improvements made to a system law organization etc in order to make it more modern or effective
reform of sth essential reform of the banking sector is under way reforms in sth he has called
for reforms in the retirement system for years definition of reform word frequency reform rɪfɔːʳm
word forms plural 3rd person singular present tense reforms present participle reforming past
tense past participle reformed 1 variable noun reform consists of changes and improvements to a
law social system or institution a reform is an instance of such a change or improvement reform
change that is made to a social system an organization etc in order to improve or correct it
definition of reform noun in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture
example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more reform refers to the improvement or
amendment of what is wrong corrupt unsatisfactory etc the modern usage of the word emerged in the
late 18th century and is believed to have originated from christopher wyvill s association
movement which identified parliamentary reform as its primary aim this short report will revisit
the case for government reform by answering seven questions is the demand for reform still high
do the parties share any common ground what kind of reforms summary the decades from the 1890s
into the 1920s produced reform movements in the united states that resulted in significant
changes to the country s social political cultural and economic institutions the impulse for
reform emanated from a pervasive sense that the country s democratic promise was failing rɪˈfɔːm
rɪˈfɔːrm verb forms transitive reform something to improve a system an organization a law etc by
making changes to it proposals to reform the social security system the law needs to be reformed
a reforming administration extra examples topics politics c1 oxford collocations dictionary
definitions on the go this paper and the attached chronology summarize defense reform and changes
in the navy s roles and authorities from 1798 through early 2012 the chronology places defense
and navy organizational environment why sprawl could be the next big climate change battle
researchers at the pew charitable trusts examined the effects of the changes between 2017 and
2022 as many of the city s most peter diamond published 10 december 2009 cite permissions share
abstract mandatory pension systems are a worldwide phenomenon many need reform this book a
summary of a longer book sets out an extensive but nontechnical explanation of the economics of
pension design resource filibuster reform a short guide the senate rule has been modified over
160 times it can be changed again to pass necessary voting rights protections published january
19 2022 the senate is currently debating the freedom to vote john r lewis act a bill that
combined two pieces of historic legislation introduced last year definition of reform as in
amendment synonyms similar words relevance amendment revision change rectification modification
transformation correction alteration revise remodeling variation revamping conversion deformation
distortion reworking difference noun us rɪˈfɔrm add to word list add to word list the process of
making changes to improve a system organization or law political reform reform verb us rɪˈfɔrm to
change a system organization or law in order to improve it efforts have been made to reform the
tax laws within three years most nursing homes will need to provide daily rn care of at least 0
55 hours per resident and 2 45 hours from aides nursing homes in rural areas will have longer to
staff up
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reform definition meaning dictionary com
Mar 27 2024

noun the improvement or amendment of what is wrong corrupt unsatisfactory etc social reform
spelling reform synonyms amelioration betterment reformation correction antonyms deterioration an
instance of this the amendment of conduct belief etc verb used with object

reform definition meaning merriam webster
Feb 26 2024

the meaning of reform is to put or change into an improved form or condition how to use reform in
a sentence synonym discussion of reform

reform definition in the cambridge english dictionary
Jan 25 2024

noun c or u us rɪˈfɔːrm uk rɪˈfɔːm c2 an improvement especially in a person s behavior or in the
structure of something some reforms of to the system will be necessary the education system was
crying out for reform more examples smart vocabulary related words and phrases

the six government reforms we need in 2021 brookings
Dec 24 2023

the six government reforms we need in 2021 brookings paul c light nonresident senior fellow
governance studies october 14 2020 8 min read editor s note this post is part of a series on

reform meaning cambridge learner s dictionary
Nov 23 2023

verb uk rɪˈfɔːm us reform verb improve to change a system organization or law in order to improve
it efforts to reform the education system reform verb behaviour to change your behaviour and stop
doing bad things or to make someone else do this a programme to reform criminals a reformed drug
addict

reform definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com
Oct 22 2023

noun a campaign aimed to correct abuses or malpractices the reforms he proposed were too radical
for the politicians see more verb bring lead or force to abandon a wrong or evil course of life
conduct and adopt a right one the church reformed me reform your conduct synonyms reclaim rectify
regenerate

reform english meaning cambridge dictionary
Sep 21 2023

add to word list an improvement or set of improvements made to a system law organization etc in
order to make it more modern or effective reform of sth essential reform of the banking sector is
under way reforms in sth he has called for reforms in the retirement system for years

reform definition and meaning collins english dictionary
Aug 20 2023

definition of reform word frequency reform rɪfɔːʳm word forms plural 3rd person singular present
tense reforms present participle reforming past tense past participle reformed 1 variable noun
reform consists of changes and improvements to a law social system or institution a reform is an
instance of such a change or improvement

reform noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage
Jul 19 2023

reform change that is made to a social system an organization etc in order to improve or correct
it definition of reform noun in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation
picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more
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reform wikipedia
Jun 18 2023

reform refers to the improvement or amendment of what is wrong corrupt unsatisfactory etc the
modern usage of the word emerged in the late 18th century and is believed to have originated from
christopher wyvill s association movement which identified parliamentary reform as its primary
aim

what americans still want from reform an april 2021 update
May 17 2023

this short report will revisit the case for government reform by answering seven questions is the
demand for reform still high do the parties share any common ground what kind of reforms

progressives and progressivism in an era of reform oxford
Apr 16 2023

summary the decades from the 1890s into the 1920s produced reform movements in the united states
that resulted in significant changes to the country s social political cultural and economic
institutions the impulse for reform emanated from a pervasive sense that the country s democratic
promise was failing

reform verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage
Mar 15 2023

rɪˈfɔːm rɪˈfɔːrm verb forms transitive reform something to improve a system an organization a law
etc by making changes to it proposals to reform the social security system the law needs to be
reformed a reforming administration extra examples topics politics c1 oxford collocations
dictionary definitions on the go

navy and defense reform a short history and reference chronology
Feb 14 2023

this paper and the attached chronology summarize defense reform and changes in the navy s roles
and authorities from 1798 through early 2012 the chronology places defense and navy
organizational

a housing shortage in the u s is leading to zoning changes npr
Jan 13 2023

environment why sprawl could be the next big climate change battle researchers at the pew
charitable trusts examined the effects of the changes between 2017 and 2022 as many of the city s
most

pension reform a short guide oxford academic
Dec 12 2022

peter diamond published 10 december 2009 cite permissions share abstract mandatory pension
systems are a worldwide phenomenon many need reform this book a summary of a longer book sets out
an extensive but nontechnical explanation of the economics of pension design

filibuster reform a short guide brennan center for justice
Nov 11 2022

resource filibuster reform a short guide the senate rule has been modified over 160 times it can
be changed again to pass necessary voting rights protections published january 19 2022 the senate
is currently debating the freedom to vote john r lewis act a bill that combined two pieces of
historic legislation introduced last year

reform synonyms 109 similar and opposite words merriam
Oct 10 2022

definition of reform as in amendment synonyms similar words relevance amendment revision change
rectification modification transformation correction alteration revise remodeling variation
revamping conversion deformation distortion reworking difference
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reform definition cambridge essential american dictionary
Sep 09 2022

noun us rɪˈfɔrm add to word list add to word list the process of making changes to improve a
system organization or law political reform reform verb us rɪˈfɔrm to change a system
organization or law in order to improve it efforts have been made to reform the tax laws

most nursing homes don t have enough staff to meet the new
Aug 08 2022

within three years most nursing homes will need to provide daily rn care of at least 0 55 hours
per resident and 2 45 hours from aides nursing homes in rural areas will have longer to staff up
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